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"My mind prefers the instant gratifi_
cation it gets from looking at, posting
and commenting on photos,,,he
says.
"These days, all my assignments
and

books that I have to read seem
like
never-ending task. This may

be

a

be-

cause of the constant exposure (and
a
of comfort) I have had to social
media and videos from my early
child_
hood days,,,he says.
sense

il
n

When Mainali posts a picture. or
a status on his social network,
he re_
ceives likes, comments, shares
and so
on. This gives him a sense of
approv_
al that his friends agree with what
he

thinks and has shared. ,,I think
most
people and myself get a
feeling of
satisfaction when receiving a large
amount of likes and comments,,,
says.

"I like to check how many

he

com-

ments I've gotten several times
after
I post, and then reply to them. This
leads to a vicious cycle of commenting
that consumes a lot of my time.,,

Getting easily distracted and hav_
ing a low-attention span are rooted

in

the way many of us were raised. par_

ents of this generation increasingiy
their children watch videos on
the internet to keep them distracted.
According to Akanchha Karki,
who
is a counsellor and a theatre teache[
"For most kids these days, the abundance of choices on the internet
re_
have

garding what to view is something

mostly because of the internet: stu
often surf it and put off their work
obvious consequence is lower grar

that their normal environments
can,t
provide. I know of children
as young
as three years of age who ,aa aonstantly glued to their parents, smart_
phones, laptops or ipad,
and who find

little

amusement

in their

surround_

ings." And senior psychiatrist Dr
Ka.
pil Dev Upadhyaya says that children
while watching videos on the internet
become so engrossed that they do
not

Avash
Mainali

he savs.

Teachers are beginning to notice
the effects on their wards, attention
spans too. Shyamu Hamat Lama. a
teacher at St Mary,s School, has been
teaching for 23 years no,ar Back when
she started teaching, tie internet
was
not as ubiquitous as it is today ,,I
can

see a clear

span

of

reduction in the attention
students now. I think it is

she says.

What sclence has to say

Interestingly the behaviours of n
people who use the internet
obsesr
Iy can be similar to that of individ

realise what is going on around
them.

In fact, some children do not even
respond when they,re being called.
And
although making use of videos
and
so on to keep their children occupied
while the parents work might seem
like an easy solution, it has its consequences. "Leaving a child
with unlim_
ited access to the internet, free to
view
any number of videos and images
online, may affect the child,s capaci
ty to pay attention at school or while
having a conversation, for insiance.,,

also often have to write to parents
z
how a student fails to pay attentir
my class and always seems distrac

suffering from attention-related iss

Attention-related problems come
a variety of forms, the most extrr

cases being attention deficit disord
more commonly known as ADD. A

is a medical disorde4 usually preval

in children, which predominantly

to do with an individual,s inabilitv
difficuity to pay attention, and *h
rnay also include hyperactivity imp
sivity restlessness and forgetfulne
Akanchha
Karki

"Many children who are diagaosed w

ADD are more likely to get tired
daily activities, and usually swit
from one task to another very ofter
says

Dr Upadhyaya. These behaviou

are similar to the behaviours shov

by many young individuals ,toj,
who flnd

it difflcult to stick to

going online to check their
messa
es, Snapchat, Instagram-, Facebookri
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a givt

task and constanily ffnd themsek

